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Amid the Canary Islands lies the massive crater of thevolcano Cumbre Vieja. Scientists theorize that one day
the volcano will erupt, triggering a series of events that will lead to a tsunami higher than any in recorded
history. This mega-tsunami, with waves of more than 150 feet in height, would ravage Europe, Africa, and
ultimately the East Coast of the United States, causing immeasurable loss of life and destruction ...

After Professor Paul Landon, the world's most prominent geophysicist, is found with a bullet in his head, it is
discovered that Ravi Rashood -- America's nemesis and the former SAS officer who is now the head of
Hamas -- has hatched a diabolical plot against the West: to fire a nuclear-tipped guided cruise missile --
Scimitar SL-2, named for the curved sword of the Muslim warrior Saladin -- into Cumbre Vieja.

United States Admiral Arnold Morgan, the retired National Security Adviser, and the Pentagon know it's not
a joke when Rashood, accompanied once again by his wife, the Palestinian Shakira, explodes Mount St.
Helens. Morgan knows something even more horrific is to come.

But stopping them won't be easy.

Rashood and his Hamas crew are deep in the ocean, in an undetectable sub, which he managed to procure
from Russia via communist China. Perhaps worse, a new President, a weak-willed liberal in the White
House, worries about taking a stand. As the terrorists' deadline approaches, the newly implemented and
unseasoned National Security team must consider the unthinkable. They must assume the daunting task of
organizing a mass relocation of major population centers along the East Coast to safer ground.

Morgan once again finds himself at the center of a desperate cat-and-mouse chase, battling his greatest
enemy yet as he races against time to locate the silent underwater marauder and stop Rashood before the
unimaginable happens.

With his trademark authentic research and grasp of military hardware, geopolitics, and cutting-edge science,
Patrick Robinson is at the top of his game with this new tale.
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From reader reviews:

Marcus Galvan:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to be aware of everything in the world. Each book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that reserve
has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are reading whatever they
have because their hobby is usually reading a book. What about the person who don't like reading a book?
Sometime, particular person feel need book once they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well,
probably you will require this Scimitar SL-2.

Frances Small:

This Scimitar SL-2 book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you will get by reading this book is usually information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will
get facts which is getting deeper a person read a lot of information you will get. That Scimitar SL-2 without
we understand teach the one who reading it become critical in pondering and analyzing. Don't become worry
Scimitar SL-2 can bring if you are and not make your bag space or bookshelves' come to be full because you
can have it in your lovely laptop even phone. This Scimitar SL-2 having fine arrangement in word in
addition to layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Bertha Montes:

The reserve untitled Scimitar SL-2 is the book that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality of
the book content that will be shown to a person. The language that author use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of investigation when write the book, hence the
information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Scimitar SL-2
from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Martina Smith:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This particular book Scimitar SL-2 was colourful and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Scimitar SL-2 has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until
adolescents. For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on
there. So , not at all of book usually are make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try
to choose the best book for you and try to like reading in which.
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